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ARRIVAL!
NEW

X For use in multiple applications in the tire/wheel service market and many more.

X Ideal for low clearance applications.

X Used to break the back bead by pushing off the chassis on heavy duty equipment.

X Great for loosening seized wheels from back-end of vehicle on heavy duty equipment.

X Easy snap in extensions.

X Made of high quality steel.

X Most versatile 10 Ton Ram on the market - Easy to switch out extensions for optimal extension length.

X Includes Carrying Case.

BENEFITS & FEATURES:

MODEL 10316
10 Ton Capacity

Stak-Able Ram Kit

Versatile. Compact. Portable Design. 
designed for multiple applications in the tire/wheel 
service market and more...
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Specifications:  MODEL 10316

The high quality ESCO Stak-able 10 Ton Hydraulic Ram Kit is specifically designed for a wide range of heavy 

duty applications. The Stak-able Ram Kit eliminates the tedious effort required to push rusted, corroded wheels off of 

hubs. Ideal for stubborn 22.5 and 24. 5 wheels, the Stak-able Ram Kit is far more resilient and robust than any other 

equipment alike on the market. Designed for applications in heavy-duty commercial and OTR industry use.

Use extensions within the kit separately or as a single long extension.

10316.072021.A

NOTE: ESCO reserves the right to change, alter, or modify product(s) without notice. This includes but is not limited to product: color, design, parts, accessories, etc.

Model #
Description

10316
Stak-Able Hydraulic Ram Kit (10 Ton Ram 
w/ Saddle, 1 in.; 2 in.; & 3 in. Exts.)

Capacity 10 tons (20,000 lbs.) | 9 tonne (9072kg)

A Retracted Height 3.5 in. | 89mm

Maximum Height 11.25 in. | 285mm

B Stroke 1.3125 in. | 33mm

C Saddle 0.375 in. |9mm

D Extension Height 1 1 in. | 25mm

E Extension Height 2 2 in. | 50mm

F Extension Height 3 3 in. | 76mm

Weight 10 lbs. | 4.5kg

Dimensions (Product) [Case] 12 (W) x 5 (L) x 5 (H) in. | 305x127x127mm

Dimensions (Packaging) 12 (W) x 10 (L) x 5 (H) in.| 305x127x127mm

Maximum Pressure 10,000 psi | 690 BAR

Warranty 1-Year

UPC 816904024949

SPECIFICATIONS:

A

B

C
D

E

F

ONE RAM. 
MULTIPLE OPTIONS.
With multiple, easy to snap 
in, extensions this 10 ton ram 
is the most versatile unit on 
the market. Applicable for 
any lifting, pushing, or pulling 
application in the market, 
with a minimum height of 3.5 
inches and maximum (with 
all extensions and saddle) of 
11.25 inches.

HD STORAGE CASE 
INCLUDED
Heavy duty constructed 
case fits 10 ton ram and 
accessories with ease and 
keeps all the parts together. 
EVA foam fit for each part, 
this included case makes 
the most versatile ram on the 
market even more of a must 
have for any professional.


